Memories of the Past and contact experiences
2006
Before this experience I am first told about “Indigo children” to which I resonate with then I find
out about starseeds somehow. I once drew a cartoon of a dog character I made up named
“Andromeda”, as I was convinced that was where I was from for some reason.
I am in my grandmother's house, a door opens and three multidimensional blue genderless and
faceless translucent beings stand tall before me. I am dwarfed by them. A tiger comes up to me,
I can feel his whiskers on my face as it sits in front of me one of the beings says, “Kendall. You
are Pleiadian.”
Much like the picture below

2006
I am taken somewhere, two people appeared in my room and took me somewhere.
I was with many people, we are all together in some kind of structure. Outside there are two
suns? I speak to a woman who I recall was sort of pudgy.
“Where are you from?” She asks me.
“I’m from earth.” I say to her,
She looks at me as if being on earth was a very tragic yet awe inspiring mission to be on. “Ooh..
okay” She says, as she recognizes my path. Her eyes and her expression tell me that she
wouldn’t want to be there yet at the same time respects that I chose to be born there.
“Where are you from?” I ask her.
“I am from Mars. Yes, there was a war there many many years ago, it was very bad. A lot of us
had to go underground to survive this, A lot of people died.”

2007
The red planet is in the sky again.
I am standing on the ground there are aliens with laser guns. A tiger is in the pool, they are
trying to communicate with me.
2007- *contact experience*
There are lights outside, I disregard them and think it’s just a car. I find myself in the living room
and walk out the door to the driveway. There is a being there in a silver suit who turns towards
me and says, “Do not be afraid, we will not harm you”. Behind me is an Egg Shaped craft that
had three protruding legs to keep it up. There were windows and it was clear that they were
going to be taking me but I hadn’t realized this yet. I was unable to move in the driveway as this
being, and now I am unsure of whether it was a Grey being or not, moved closer to me.
Suddenly I saw a car door being opened and I was placed inside. I saw myself being
constrained, unable to move still as we moved swiftly towards the beach, into the water and I
saw many tunnels. We were moving extremely fast. It appeared time had passed me and I had
not noticed when I had awoken in a laboratory, I had been submerged into water (not like the
matrix) I was wet, and naked. They put me in a chair, took me to an area in this large place in
which there was a panel in front of me. I saw “white crystals”. One of the people, I did not see
him or her gave these to me and said, “These are our crystals, they power our ships”
As I was guided throughout the facility there was a floor above me and someone was being
whipped by a feline person. I understood that there were strange experiments going on. On the
left side I noticed something was hanging from the ceiling but I couldn’t quite tell what it was..
Robots? Hanging on hooks? Not sure… There was a man who was hooked up to a chair and
being tortured.. Where was I? We went on to another place I was with the military.
I am taken to this place, to another city. There are these giant beetles there, black ones, we’re
not bothered by their presence. We continue through the city overlooking buildings, a place that
almost resembles “Iraq or maybe somewhere else.. The buildings were a whitish sandy color..
I see myself walking with a friend I already know on earth, I have the crystals with me. When I
return home my mother asks me about the crystals I have and the dream or experience ends.
*contact experience*
We are in Florida. That night the TV was on, I felt myself slipping, astral projecting into a
laboratory again. There was a corridor I curiously followed. Where was I? I thought to myself. I

came across a collection of Fetuses in Jars, numbered and named. As I was looking, two
velociraptors came up to me, they were green. Then they changed into these reptilians staring
at me, two green gremlin looking things with a lighter underbelly, a wide grin with serrated teeth
and a malicious look..
Small dinosaurs, green raptors ran after me. I decided I’ve seen enough, I saw the bodies I
needed to leave but I seen too much and they followed me.
Dream over, I open my eyes I am frozen in bed. There on top of me is a reptilian humanoid
something of which i’ve never seen before in my life. Staring at me with great orange-yellow
eyes with that cat-like pupil focusing so intently on my being. I saw from the corner of my eye
another of these things on top of my mother. I was helpless. As I waited for this experience to
end I tried to register what I was seeing..All kinds of emotions rushed through me, “was this
real? When will this end? Who are these things? What are these things?”
As this reptilian and I stared at each other his purpose seemed defined and intense. What was
he trying to do to me? To us? I don’t know.. When I came out of the trance, both of these
creatures ran through the wall and disappeared never to be seen again. They had gotten what
they came for, or at least they tried. Upon not opening my eyes but coming out of this stupor
since I was already awake when this was occurring I quickly turned the lights on and in a
panicked state I explained to my mother that “green dinosaurs” had just come into the room. Of
course this was treated as a nightmare and somehow I ended up going to sleep but I threw the
sheet over my head. I lay there breathing fast, as my heart raced and I embraced myself for the
next encounter if they should come back.

2009- I am in Oregon, it’s time for rest. I have a feeling I’m being watched as I look into the night
sky with the window right next to me and see the stars. As I’m falling asleep I’m constantly
barged awake by this intense buzzing sensation in my head. I try to resist it again and again but
the feeling becomes so powerful that I eventually allow it to overtake me and I find myself out of
my body very quickly. First there is darkness, then I am somewhere else.
“When you die, you have the choice to reincarnate” a woman says to me.
I noticed my family is here and as I begin to understand that this was my home, I start walking
towards them.
“If you stay here, your physical body will die” She says to me
I ignore her and continue and feel a lunge on my heart outside of my body. I am suddenly
yanked into my physical body and I wake up gasping for breath.
2009- I return home, I am finding myself very tired. As I lay in bed I feel “Their presence again”
And it happened once again my body was taken from my physical body as I was pulled into a
black triangular craft parked outside of my window. Somehow they took me through the window
and once on the craft I had remembered waking up from a surgery they did to my face. The flap
of the skin on my cheek had been turned over and they were placing something inside. There
was a burning sensation. This was all I remember.
“You can put her back in her bed now” was the command from a man's voice.

I find myself in bed and I am sitting upright in pitch blackness for a few moments until I realize
what just happened I lunged in panic to turn the lights on. Gathering my breath I decided that I’d
try to go back to sleep..

END

2009
I am holding onto a railing, tightly as I look up to see a fleet of triangular craft zipping past me,
the wind is so strong I can barely hold on.
2009
I’m travelling to an island close by to home where I come down an entrance through these
boulders. Outside a black man in long a red robe holding a staff makes way for me. A very lush
scene of green grass with hills expanding towards the distance and large tree shrubs scattered
about.. A woman is riding some sort of raptor/creature. She bounded towards me in her, she
looked like some kind of a princess. Her outfit was very similar to something a gipsy woman
may wear or jasmine from Aladdin. “We’ve been waiting for you.” She said to me and smiled.
“What is that?” I asked. As I pointed to the dinosaur thing she was on.
“Oh this is a Juggernaut..”  (I had no idea what that was lol or how it got into my head)
The person sort of looked like this with the red robe.

<cloest description to the woman
that was riding the raptor, pretty accurate!

END

2009
I am with my father, my stepmother, my nephew etc as my stepmother is outside she and I
suddenly look up,. It’s summer time, hundreds of crafts of all sizes and shapes suddenly
materialize. I stare, “You don’t know if those are terrorists! Get in the house now!” She yells.
I run into the house and into the basement as we hear explosions go off. “It was the
government” someone said to me.
Art inspired by the dream

2010During my sleep I find myself on a ship all of a sudden. In front of me is the most beautiful
woman I’ve ever seen, granted I have my gf and that is a different story, but this woman
embraced me as if we hadn’t seen each other for eons. We knew and loved each other very
much, she kissed me and showed me knowledge of something called “The Trinity”
“Do you know of Trinity” She asks me.
“Do you mean Godlikeproductions owner on the website”? I asked. As I had known a userprofile
with the name Trinity and the image of a phoenix as his avatar.
She chuckled at that, “No, not that Trinity”
(missing memory)
After that it was time for me to leave but knowing that I was conscious, knowing that I was on a
ship I wanted to know what her name was. For I knew that this experience was real, I knew we
had known each other, I knew i was taken onto the ship to meet her.. “What’s your name?” I
asked.
She smiled and said, “You don’t remember? My name is Mira of the High Council of the Galactic
Federation of Light”

2010
I wanted to find out more answers. I urged myself to astral project and I did to try to see her
again. Finding myself aboard a large ship, there were white floors, almost everything was white.
Even the people wore white. I approached this woman at a white counter and asked her where
Mira was. With the specific intention of finding her the woman pointed out that she was just over
there. Mira was looking at screens and doing work.
“Mira” I said behind her. She turned around and shocked looked at the woman at the counter
for reassurance.
“How did you get here?” Mira asked me.
“I astral projected, I came here to see you. I love you”
Mira sighed and understood. She gave me a hug although busy she said to me, “I know you
wanted to see me but you can’t be here right now, you need to go back to earth.”
Although at the time she tolerated my presence there i was shown information on how my
previous mother was with pictures, etc, but unfortunately forgot all that.

2010
A beach, and large destruction as these giant creatures are destroying, blowing things up in the
city.
2010- location Colorado
I am on a beach I look up to see a blue star in the sky. There are craft that have landed and
people lined up outside. Behind me is my sister, we are on a hill. I am on my way as a tall

blonde man with a list explains to me that the earth needs to be cleansed after I am asking what
is happening. Many people are dying all around us as they have been eliminated due to the
problems they’ve caused. I was almost about to be put onto one of these ships when I yell out,
“Stop! I am Pleiadian”

There’s a brief scene in which I see myself or someone being killed by these long robotic like
claws.. Not sure
As soon as I say that i am taken onto a different ship by myself. I suddenly see myself looking
outside of the window of this small scout ship, below me there is destruction, spewing lava
covering a section of the beach and shrubs.. I think to myself, “my family, my career. I’m going
home now to start over” It’s done and everyone is dead.
Physically I wake up on a table, eyes wide open I panic briefly as there are three tall people in
blue suits behind my head surrounding me.
“Do not be afraid, this is standard procedure”
One of their palms lightly touches my forehead, something else goes into my ear.. A cold feeling
and there is darkness all around me. Moments later I feel myself being dropped into my bed.
2010
A large planet in the sky, one that looks like Saturn followed by something else.
2011
I see Mira again in my dream. We are holding each other in a green expanse of grass and those
long roads. It looks like that city again. “Is this real?” i asked her.
“Yes Kendall, this is real” Mira responded, her suit was tangible and I could feel the tight
material on her arms.
I asked again, incredulous that I was actually conscious. “Is this? Really real? You’re really
here?” I asked, hoping so much that this wasn’t just a dream.
Her reassurance echoed in my soul and her laughter was sweet. “Yes of course this is real, and
yes you are really here”
2012
My family comes over for Christmas. We go to the beach, in front of us the red planet is there.
Destruction is coming. There is an aurora borealis in the sky.

2012- Sep 1,*exact date
Back on the ship once again…

I forcefully projected myself onto the ship again. It had been a while but I needed to know more
answers, there was something missing, something they weren’t telling me. There I was
amongst a group of people and with the intention of seeing Mira again as she overlooked the
corridor she noticed me and her eyed widened in surprise again. This time she was standing
next to a friend. She kept on trying to tell her that I wasn’t supposed to be here while the other
tried to reassure her and that it was alright to at least have a tour of the large ship I was on.
Seeing and feeling this telepathically I questioned their nature and was confused..
“I thought you were supposed to be loving, spiritual and all understanding?”
Mira walked away, not intending to answer my questions as she seemed frustrated or upset by
my presence. The other woman walked over to me, “We are not gods. We are not like angels
and do not adhere to such things. We are spiritual and we of course we care. We have feelings
too.”
Understanding this a tall man with blonde hair was guided over to me so that we could tour the
ship's corridors. There my question of, “Who are you, why am I here, etc some of them were
answered.
“We are just like you. We are human, we reside in another dimension and we have been
watching your race for a very long time”

2015
A city, a silver collection of spires with an active civilization materialized in front of me. I was
standing on a long white road, along the side of it was green grass as the city was always
maintained so well, everything was perfect. There were different people here, some tall some
short to which were gathered together on the main road outside of these structures. I proceeded
towards this place and found myself in some kind of gondola, like a bubble floating in the air it
took me to the nearest station.

2015
I am outside of a building, as there are white craft in the sky, something was about to happen
when I noticed someone chasing me I ran through the building and opened the main door which
lead to a bridge. There I found myself walking across a bridge that connected to the cities main
ports.. Many races were around me, some inhuman looking, others mostly human. To my right
there was some sort of strange beast or atrocity going on and.. Unruly behavior sexual behavior
happening on site between these malformed humans and other people. Some of them were
very big creatures.

2016
A scene is unfolding in front of me of massive destruction. As I’m running to get to higher
ground, buildings are collapsing and crashing into the water. There is no escape from this as I
realize that I may probably die. I’m standing on the edge of a building as a sudden flash occurs
and it is too late to do anything as my entire body is enveloped by an intense explosion of heat.
So hot that my senses had no time to react and yet I let it take me, I felt the holes and my skin
melting on my cheek as my body dissolved into nothingness. After the tragedy I was still there
but only as a soul who could see and witness.

2016
I am staring afar on a beach as a huge wall of fire is heading towards me, there is a black horse
at the front, symbolizing an omen of destruction.

2017

A group of people outside say, “They are here.:”  I realize they’re talking about the ets. Suddenly
massive rocks of fire start hurtling downward and everyone is panicking. I am trying to get to
higher ground with my friends in the car but behind us, there is a huge flood shoving everything
out of its path without mercy it ruthlessly knocks us over and I run into a shed. I am hiding as
one of the greys finds me I say, “Stop I’m Pleiadian!” They stop, but instead they show me these
jewels made to connect with the cosmos.
2017
Taking place in some kind of underground base a war was going on between humans and creatures.
There were raptors and T Rex's, reptilian humanoids with laser guns going off like a mad light show.
As I ran into the action a small raptor bounded over to me and was about to attempt to hurt me. I
smacked its muzzle and said, "No! Bad raptor!" Who suddenly became tame very easily. Yet there
were reptilian soldiers all around me and another person who was supposed to be on the good side
but decided to leave to work with the dinosaurs. The person used to be a very good friend from this
planet I was from in my dream, but because of the bad conflict going on, sides changed.
She had a wolf hybrid, just a puppy named Cosmos standing near by. She had turned on our society
and I tried to reason with her.
"Come.over to our Side please! You don't have to do this.." I shouted at her.
Her eyes showed fear and emotion, "No I like it better here these are our real friends, these
dinosaurs are better, go home!"
I started battling with her as I jumped and grabbed her long spear to try and break it in half..she
shook me off of it and tried to stab me with the end. There was no reasoning that could be done and
at this point I had to run for my life as the reptilian humanoids were all after me. At the last minute I
changed my mind and tried to reason with her again but she left her puppy at the entrance as the
gate which was a large stone slab..started closing slowly about to crush the puppy. I saved it and ran
off.
Someone was next to me the entire time.on my side. "Shouldn't have taken the wolf from her". I ran
faster and retorted back, ,”Yeah well she's on the dark side now anyway, and I wasn’t about to let it
die!" outside of the base was just.a vast barren land, looking a lot like Mars, and dust trailing behind
us as we ran across the barren land, eventually coming to a road side.
Now we have become escaped convicts so the space police are after us now and they are very
smart robots. Eventually as they detect sound and movement from what they're programmed to look
for a laser is shot out.. they appear and disappear because they're made of some kind of translucent
material.. tall, slim with a glass cover for their face.
I'm running hard. , the dog is in my arms it's little furry body warm against my chest, and while the
robots are on our tails the dream starts to fade as I ran into an engineer's area where an older white
haired man greeted me, "eh you got a dog with ya, what's it name."
As I looked around nervously, a different policeman came up to me as he was already there. "What
kind of dog is this mam?"

I didn't hesitate, "he's a hybrid a wolf hybrid, names Cosmos,"
The police chuckled, "cosmos eh. Stolen?" He asked as he judged my character."
"He's just a puppy..I found him"
the space authorities had surrounded me and keyed into my position alongside with the girl who
owned the dog tailing me down. I ran from the police again and as I ran with the puppy in my arms
he had fallen out. Luckily he wasn't hurt and I had to call him back over.
Suddenly.. three large triangular white ships materialized in front of me, the robots as well. "You
can't run forever!" My enemy announced through the air. It was the end.of the line, and unfortunately
I don't remember the rest.

2017 flashbacks- weird deja vu thoughts

A few flash backs, as you said like a memory. One of them of me being in some kind of house,
green grass around and having to leave because something was about to happen.
Another where I was trying to recall a past life memory, while holding the crystal in my hand the
feeling of having to “run” very fast, dirt on my face and running in the desert or Mars. Being cornered
by two individuals in my house and having to outrun them before I got to the tesla towers where I
had tried to save my research before my face was melted is what my thinking process was.

Also in the middle of the night I randomly woke up with the crystal in my hand saying, “By the
power of Atlantis, and the power of the one” holding the crystal like a beacon in my hand and
then I snapped out of my sleep like state not knowing what just happened or why I said that
suddenly, and apparently the crystal was in my hand the entire time.
Also at the Colorado Science Center--- back a few years ago maybe 2011 or so
My friend and I had gone through a section of the space exhibit in which you had to cross
through a white tunnel where there were a series of lights overhead. It took me back to a
moment in which I was on my own ship.

